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Figure 1. Cross-sect ions of bean are from the Langenfeld Cave: the outer specimens
are of concentric structure; the middle is diffu se. Largest diameter shown, 30mm.

QUARTZITE RUBBLE AND BEAN-ORE CONGLOMERATE:
A KEY HORIZON IN CAVE SEDIMENTS
by BODO SCHILLAT·
Translated by E. PERKUHN, L. R. GOODMAN and A. L. LANGE
Introduction
A deposit of quartzite rubble and bean-ore conglomerate·· (Figure 1) has recently been discovered in the Langenfeld and H . Rose caves in Lower Saxony, Germany
(see Figure 2). The caves, at 52° 12' N orth Latitude, 9 ° 18' East Longitude, are part of
the Riesenberg system, comprising 6 caves and a cave remnant. They lie in the coral-oolitic
strata of late Jurassic age (Maim), ranging from the top of the section at the south to the
bottom at the north (Figure 3). This report describes these unusual deposits and discusses their possible origin.
Description of deposits
In 1966 I discovered a loose, apparenrly weathered bean ore on a 2m layer of
speleothem in the cave remnant. A superficial examination of badger-turned sediments
in nearby R. Disch Cave revealed a cemented bean ore lacking any quartzite components
(Figure 4A). Exploratory excavations in the Langenfeld Cave (July 1968) produced
quartzite rubble having a black, glossy coating of iron- and manganese oxides (Figure 5).
*2104 Hamburg 92, lupinenacker 6, West Germany
**The German term Bohnerz is variously translated as "bean ore," referring to pisolitic iron, or "pea ore,"
oolitic limonite - Ed.
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A quarry eas t of th e cave exposed a similar stratigraphic profile in an intercepted cave passage. Because of boulders lying upon the sediment, only the lower parr could be examined.
This yielded a typical quarrzitic bean-ore conglomerate of undetermined thickness.
Quarrying of the H . Rose Cave intercepted the same horizon, reveali ng a similar conglomerate at the base of the ourcrop.
The unweath ered quartzite rubble varies in size and shape, and has- for the most
parr-a black, glossy coating. Shapes vary from ovoids (Figure 4B) ro plates having
rou nded edges. Diameters range from 10 to 100mm. Imbrication of the plates suggests
orientation by flowing water. The light- to dark gray matrix containing the quartzite
pieces is speckled with brownish-black bean ore composed of parricles ranging from 3 ro
30mm across. The bean ore displays a diversity of forms; eg., rodlets, ovoids, triangles and
kidney shapes ( Figure 4C) . These forms, in association with the quartzite rubble, demonstrate clearly th at the bean ore developed from the cementing matrix after deposition of
the rubble, for the bean-ore bodies occupy gaps matching adjoining quarrzite pieces and
evidence no stream-rou nding. Sections of the bean ore exhibit diffused material with fine
pores and commonly show concentric structures surrounding a kernel, suggesting bacterial
acrion (Figu re 1). The sections often display a bluish metallic lustre and range from
very dark- to light brown.
Sections of the rubble display horizontal, para llel stratification in flat specimens, bur
diffused and curved stratificat ion in round pieces. Tests with hydrochloric acid commonly
indicate a calcitic binder, though some spec imens effervesce not at all. The provenance
of the calcite is und etermined. The matrix cement between the pieces does contain calcite.
The upper strata in H. Rose Cave contain a series of sandstone concretions at a
depth of 30cm. Shapes vary from loaf-lik e ro bizarre forms (Figure 4D); colors range
from grayish-yellow to dark gray. Commonly they include small rock and speleothem
fragments, probably contemporaneous with the sediment. The material released by solution of the binder with HCl is a fine sand consisting of several minerals, predominantly
quarrz. Many of the concretions show, by their exterior form, that they originated from
a sand suspension dripping from overhead fissures.
Similar examples from the litera ture
Before attempting further interpretation, I wish to quote contemporary views based
on definitions given by Trimmel ( 1968 ):
Conglomerates a1ld breccias
In the caves of the Alpine karst we frequently find also conglomerates consisting
essentially of crystalline slate and rounded quartz gravel-materials foreign to the loca lity
- cemented by a calciti c binding agent. These "Fremdgerijlle" derive from a land-su rface
deposit transported to the locality by streams. Only long after being deposited on the surface
overhead, did they migrate into the caves via shafts and fissu res, to be redeposited and
cemented. Since this fo reign rubble is referred to as "/J"gellStein" (pudding-stone), the
resulting deposits are called A"gell stei"kongiomeratell.
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Crust

Si
Fe
K
Mn
Ti
Ca
Zr
5
Zn

77.9 %
17.9
1. 1
1. 1
0. 9
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.1

Interior

60.4%
35.6
1.0
0.6
1.3
0. 7
0. 3
<0. 1
<0 . 1

- Riesenberg
cave system
G fRMANY

Table 1. Xray analysis of quartzite
rubble from the
Langenfeld Cave
(see Figure 5).

Figure 2. Location map of Riesenberg
cave system.

The location 0/ a deposit in the cave
Rubble of varied sizes and kinds is referred to as Augemtei1l. These originated in the
Central Alps and were laid down by rivers in the Kalkalpe1l, at a time when the consequent
drainage crossed the, as yet, unkarsted surfaces of the northern Kalkalpen to the Alpine
Foreland. Only long after these rivers of this Tertiary "Aftgemtein landscape" had disappeared and karsting had set in, did the migration of the Aftgemte;1I, consisting essentially of quartz, proceed into the depths via water-carrying fissures. Many At'gemteine came
to their present locations during the Pleistocene and Holocene. Their presence, however,
cannot be taken as an argument for interpreting the first phase of cave development as one
in which large rivers flowed through the caves.
Cementat;o" (Co1lcretiom)
The nearly circular concretions known as Hohletlkrapfetl (cave fritters) are striking.
These yellow-ochre to grayish-yellow concretions occur in several caves. Their forms vary
from loaf- to disk-like. They are hard and consist of coarse sand.
..
Such formations were apparently first described in 1592 from the Geldloch in the
Otscher Valley (Lower Austria). They are known from several caves in the high alpine
karst; eg., the Oedlhohle (Dachstein , Upper Austria ), and the Eisriesenwclt (Salzburg).
In the main, sand within the caves made up the source material. These autochthonous concretions are to be strictly differentiated from the sandstone rubble that can also be found
in caves.

The term A1~genstein seems to have been handled somewhat differently elsewhere in
the literature. Friedrich Morton (1965: p. 97), in his work on the Goldlochstollen, near
H allstadt (Upper Austria), describes the following :
I have found Attgemte;l1e in numerous caves, such as the Schafeck Cave, Koppenbriiller Cave--from which Arthur Simony described parricu'lfiy beautiful Auge1!ste;"
conglomerates--and also Goldlochstollen.

A mineral analysis and photograph captioned "A ugensteine fr om Goldlochstollen" in
Morton's report show obvious bean are, indicating th at by "Al~genstein conglom erate" he
means a quartzitic rubble and bean-ore conglomerate. Departures from the existing definitions are shown below.
The term Augenstein will be used here as applied by Trimmel; i.e., only for allochthonous quartzitic rubble.
The Augenstein conglomerates of the Alpine karst apparently have something in common with those found in the caves of the Riesenberg. Since more th an 700km separate
the two cave regions, a common source in a so-called A ugenstein landscape is not very
probable. A Tertiary origin for the A 1(,gensteine cannot be approached by more than the
43,OOO-year old speleothem coating of the sediments of the Langenfeld Cave, as determined
11
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Fig ure 3. Schematic diagram of the Riesenberg cave system: A) Cave remnant, containing a 2m·thick layer of spe leothem having bean ore in the upper zone; B) R. Disch Cave,
containing bean·ore conglomerate with a layer of slightly rounded quartzite; C) Langenfeld Cave, having a distinct basal unit of quartzite rubble and bean-ore conglomerate,
overlain by sediment containing sandstone concretions; 0 ) H. Rose Cave, whose
contents is similar to the preceeding . The dashed l ine represents the karst water level
at the time of formation of the quartzite rubble,

by M, A. Geyh, of the radiocarbon-dating laboratory, H annover. By a conservative dating
of the origin of the Altgensteine and bean-ore sediments, one may figure at the most 70,000
to 80,000 years for their age in the Riesenberg system, corresponding to the boundary between the Riss·Wiirm ( Sangamon Interglacial) and the Altwurm (Wisconsin Glacial).
The quarry operation east of the Langenfeld Cave has exposed about 150m of sedimentfilled passages of the cave. The fully intact, planed, 40m·thick cover above the cave discloses no detectable roures of entry for the rubble. Thus the possibility that previously
formed rubble was intruded or poured into the cave can be ruled Out.
Probable origin of the deposits
An answer to the origin of the rubble in the cave derives from the sandsrone concretions, described above from the R Rose Cave. A reconstruction of a likely course of development follows (see Figure 6) :

Phase 1: Suspended foreign mineral components ranging from 0.01 to LOmm
across penetrated the roof of the cave through percolation, along with a calcareous
binder in solurion. The sandstone concretions formed in the sediment by the dripping aqueous suspension. Coatings of sandstone then formed in a manner similar
to that of flowstone.
Phase 2: Active cave streams excavated the original sediments, fashioning the
concretions into cobble- and pebble·size rubble. The sandstone coating, after having collapsed, produced fl aner, bur still stream-rounded fragments.
Phase 3: An episode of quiet flow and imponding resulted in the deposition of
another sediment, apparently rich in iron and manganese oxides and consisting
of predominantly argillaceous materials, In the spaces between the quartzite
(formerly sandstone) pieces, the introduced sediment formed a bean ore. The
manganese oxides imparted the black, glossy coating to the quartzite. The chemistry of the bean ore and the processes leading to consolidation of the fill have not
yet been determined. One of several possibilities may be the leaching of iron compounds and their exchange with the calcite binder of the quartzite rubble.
Phase 4: A much later sedimentary phase led to renewed formation of sandstone
concretions in the Langenfeld and H , Rose caves, similar to those known from
the Alpine caves. Modification of the sandstone shapes by subsequent steam action,
however, was no longer possible.
12
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Figure 4. Specimens from the Riesenberg caves: A) Bean-ore conglomerate from R. Disch Cave (4x5x5cm); B) Ovoid
quartzitic cobble coated with a manganese oxide, from the rubble/bean-ore conglomerate of the Langenfeld Cave (Scm
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diameter); C) Bean ore of the same member, typically 15x20mm;
binder, from the upper sediment of H. Rose Cave (10x14cm).

0) Sandstone concentration having a cal careous
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Figure 5. Profile of sediments in the Langenfeld Cave (Portal A), with a distorted vertical
scale. The unit symbols are those of Figure 3. A description of the units from the base
upwards follo ws: a) Quartzite rubble and bean-ore conglomerate (O-50cm); b) Grayishbrow n clay with bean ore (9- 10cm) . Remains of a l cm w hite speleothem layer near the
top; c) Massive gray quartzite, microscopically simi lar to the rubble of the basal unit
(23-25cm); d) Grayish-brown clay with remains of speleothems (white to clear, including
layers of foreign m aterial). Quartzite rubble and small bean ore occasionally attached to
the speleothem (25cm) ; e) Horizo ntal , brown speleoth em layer, fractured (4cm); f) Hori- .
zontal, white and brown speleothem layer, fra ctured (30-35cm), containing a broken,
recemented stalagmite; g) Sandstone concretions, similar to material in Layers a a:1d (,
within a gra y clay matri x (50-75cm). Several calc ite lenses (dashed line) occur along the
upper boundary; h) Speleothem laye r, clear to whi te , w ith thin la y ers of foreign m aterial
(4cm), overlain by grayish-brown silt (4cm); i) Most recent speleothem deposits cover ing
rockfall.

The discovery uf bean ore in the oldest portions of the Riesenberg karst (the cave
remn ant) indicates the contemporaneity of th e above-described processes in levels of different ages and stages of development. The Langenfeld and H . Rose caves must have been
active in karst drainage at a time when the older and higher cave remnant and the: R. Disch
Cave were for the most part inac tive.
An examinatiotl of the possibl y disturbed sediments in the R. Disch Cave uncovered
material typical of the sands tone phase ( Phase 1), including a fragment of quartzite co ~.t
ing approximately 3.5cm thick . The piece is rectangular, slightly rounded, and coated with
iron- and manganese oxides. Its cross-section does not contain calcareous cement.
Occurrences in southern Germany
The sandstone and oxide/bean- ore stages, represellling Phases 1 and 3, each may be
considered as interregional and may provide key hori zons to the study of caves. Traces of
each have been found in caves of the Swabian and Franconian Jura (see Figure 1).
The followi ng extracts, taken from the cave registry ot the Frankische Alb, describe
some occurrences in th at range ( HUBER, 1967):

Giinthersthaler Loch: Quartz sand ( in strata and pockets), sandstone (as blocks
and remnant strata), foreign quartz up to I5mm in diameter, small formations of
bean ore and manganese minerals.
Bismarckgrotte bei Rinnenbmnn: Quartz ite /sandstone deposits, brown iron oxides in rods, plate lets and branches.
Maximiliansgrotte: Quartz sand, terra rossa, wad, and manganese coatings.
14
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Bl'eitemteinbii1tel'in: Quartz pebbles, cave earth permeated in parr by quartzite.
Hahle bei AlI/h(lwen* (Sch1lJabische Alb ): A cone of sediment crmtaining a concentration of manganese minerals. The manganese ore enriches to form large nodules at depths of 1 ro 2m.

Conclusions
Although the formation of the quartzite with its fine sand may be a result of glacial
processes during the late Pleisrocene, the accompanying manganese compounds cannOt be
similarly assigned ro that age, because complex fills containing manga nese compounds occur
around the Mediterranean, notably Greece, where a quite different climatic regimen existed.
The mainstay for the dating of older cave deposits has been, thus far, paleontological evidence. The recent application of radiocarbon methods to the dating of speleOthems has
yielded good results, bur is limited by present technology to 50,000 years B.P. Furthermore,
the decreasing abundance of radiocarbon in material more th an 30,000 years old impairs
the accuracy of measurements in this range. The determination of tim e sequences in caves
lacking paleontological material is therefore a difficult task.
To be sure, non-reg ional processes are reflected in cave sediments and speleOthems,
whose counterparts have long since been eroded away or otherwise disappeared from the
ground above the cave. The examining and time-relating of these key horizons of quartzite
and bean ore, nevertheless, should help ro close a real gap in cave research and lighten future investigations of this kind.
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Figure 6 . Formation of quartzite rubble and bean-ore conglomerate: A ) pbaJe 1: Infi ltration of fine sand, w ith the formation of sandstone concretions and layers beneath dripp ing water; B) PbaJe 2: Strong water circu lation, resulting in the evacuation of the original
sed iments and the gr inding of concretions and sandstone layers into rubble; C) PbaJe 3:
Red uced circulation; iro n and manganese oxides are in t roduced in heavy co ncen t ra t ions;
0) PbaJe 4: Resumption of Phase 1 in a much younger sediment, with no appreciable
water movement.
'Cave discovered in 1964. This descri pti on is from A. Kley (1965: p . 126).
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG (German Summary)
Die Auffindung von modellmass ig ausgebildeten Quarzitgeroll Bohnerzkonglomera ten in der Langenfelder und H. Rose Hohle (Weserbergland Deutschland ) wird beschrieben.
Die Auffassung einer auf den Alpenraum beschrankten Verbreitung von
Quarzitkonglomeraten (soge nannten "Augensteinkonglomeraten") in H6hlen,
wird damit widerlegt. Die Herkunft "Augensteinlandschaft" und das Alter "Tertiar" sind eben falls nicht aufrecht zu erhalten.
Es wird eine Modellvorstellung zur Bildung von Quarzitgeriillen in H5hlen
sowie zur Bohnerzbildung beschrieben.
Hinweise auf eine uberregionale Verbreitung dieser Vorgange werden
gegeben.
Eine intensi ve Forschung kann Aufschlu.l3 uber die Verbreitung und die
ZeitStellung der Quarzgeroll und Bohnerzbildung bringen, damit ware ein wichtiger Leithorizont fur die Hohlenforschung gefunden.
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